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Dear Tongue
Marlie McGovern
Dear Tongue,
You are cloud taste.
You are sweet flex reword whisper.
You are plunge proboscis.
You are gulp gullet.
Nectar linger plumb lullaby.
Slip kiss bitter lick click cluck.
Amrita ambrosia.
Sour swallow border tickle.
Umami imbibe.
Ululate gateway.
You are cusp curl forked purge birth.
You are murmur nourish hum.
You are salt root chorus.
Mother glossolalia.
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Ride Tongue to Deep Root
Marlie McGovern
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Apples & Owls at Midnight (part five)
Scott Thomas Outlar
I’d sing to my oranges
(still
[or at 170 mph]
& always)
with my tongue out
(wagging)
wading its {textured} way
through citrus rivers
(sweet & tart/
sour is
the spice of life
[sometimes])
pushing out {spoiled} toxins
(parasites be damned/banished/
shunned [that system’s
whack/
smack dab in the
middle
of a revolution])
Health craze
has me
{slightly} out of my gourd
(high & flighty/
grounded deliverance transcendent)
and {steady} into the soul
(heart of the matter/
inspired vibrations resplendent)
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Apples & Owls at Midnight (part nine)
Scott Thomas Outlar
I would sing to the sugar
bleeding from your eyes
(falling from the sky
lo those many years ago
for Georgia
[now gone w/the wind])
& gnaw on each granule
until my teeth are chipped
(enamel stripped/
addicted to the righteous
cause [w/o a care])
& broken in the mouth
of disrepair
(my heart is not a toy
for your whims
[break out the whip
to chase your demons
& your money
from out this
holiest of temples])
I would dine on the <crooked> lines
of the lies
you whisper/sigh/squeal/scream
(only for so long
before false dreams
are shattered [split lip
cut on the forked {lashing}
tongue])
& blister
my weary organ
in its chest
(treasure locked
tightly away *safe keeping*
where your teases
cannot penetrate
[stormed the gates
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but forgot to bring
the key {truth
is not
found in your luggage/
sealed & stored/
entombed}])
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Both Sides of Narrow Lined Paper (in Emily
Dickenson’s Slanted Hand)*
Anne Harding Woodworth
On one side, a recipe, a “cocoa nut” cake, spelled as if
there were going to be chocolate within, where there would be none.
On the other, a poem, the sad acceptance of evanescence,
things that will not return—“Childhood,” “the Dead.”
Spirit does not stay put but moves out and comes back
like a traveler on fair routes who brings us stories from abroad.
Some forms of hope “never can come back,” and yet some do.
When six eggs make for certain rising, joys we thought had left
are here abiding still. Here, here, here, and sweet on the tongue.

* Emily Dickinson’s poem, “The Things that never can come back,”
(J1515, F1564) is on the back of her recipe for a “cocoa nut” cake, or
perhaps it’s vice-versa.
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Cut
Maria Maddox
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Short Story
Tika Simone
		

A brilliant one sucking in bandana blankets
dog paw skylines

		

semen and salad oil out of tomato seeds negative space 		

		

sucking many headed feathered
or fathered ideas, sucking up four generations of noses

		

and pores on those noses, sucking up soups

				

steel magnets a family to America:

a dead cousin who jumped
a dead uncle who slipped
a dead father who drowned in the sky		

(with abraham clouds)

a dead second husband who walked off the roof		

(blind)

a dead mother forgotten in time

Living children sucking themselves to sleep at night, wrapped in blankets
that are too soft for the animal they pretend to be, while everyone grown
pretends they aren’t, (animals), these children, my children, our children,
know, like the taste of their own toes, that salt is what makes the earth
suck and earth is what makes their bones strong and hollow and break.
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IRL
Tika Simone
		

Manners, respect what she means to her

			
		

the dirty foot
a pillow made of meat

		

the flesh of your lover

		

condemned

			

the pipes frozen foot

		

a stove that has no gas

			
		

to heat no children

need food, but the building

		
		

might blow, she said
she would fly out

			not up
			blow out
			not up
				

she told me she would fly said honey

i would fly tonight i passed that hospital where i brought her pills &
turmeric
& didn’t even bother trying to get in the turmeric, try me bitch
this time
& i won’t call cops never will
i ever forget that i have no plan for ever
CARAMEL (desire) can’t dictate shit &
				

Remember we didn’t make this world

					

& there is no escaping it

					

so pretend to try

						 or don’t
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Consumed
Alice Mao

This piece plays with the idea of consumption both as a disease and as
an action— wasting away and consuming at the same time. In this image,
the figure stretches out onto bed, glowing with emptiness despite the
distraction and noise of all that’s around him.The TV screen, wall light, and
flamingo are garish teals and hot pinks, there are textures overlaid on the
walls and bed… and yet he is a blank slate.
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Lantern and Wreath
Art Zilleruelo
She was taken from me
in a way I can’t disclose.
There was a settlement.
Then there was a house.
I wandered out into my new acreage drunk,
no jacket, breath bright in the cold.
There was a white birch on a far hill;
I made my way to it through mire,
found its base wet with lichen.
I packed my empty glass with peat
and struck a match, and in the light of my small lantern
I bent before the birch. I set my lips to the bark,
to the dewiest mound of moss, and drank.
With the first taste, the world
became a thicker thing. Dense knots
of thorns between the stones. Clots of fog,
grey floods fallen from above,
which I had to ford like rivers.
Webs like cords around my ankles.
Deep carpets of leaves in reds and golds
richer than I’d known, swallowing my legs
to the midcalf. And always the layer of mud,
its hunger pulling with lurid kisses
against my boots’ momentum.
The world, but thicker.
Within it, I’d grown thin of limb.
I watched the bones shift beneath my skin
in delicate tectonics. I went translucent
at the wrists: blue veins under the moon,
tendons like long, tired lungs.
The house’s geometry now opens doors
in me: the corners of cabinets
wear my skin down to scabs;
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my lips leave strips of themselves
on the rims of mugs. The dull grooves
of a screwtop jam jar will split my thumb
with impossible ease; fat globes of blood
will drip for minutes.
There is a far horizon,
and I know what lies there houseless,
I know who waits.
She is tall now, with skin
like the bark of a paper birch;
with dark hair; lips fragrant and green
with smeared moss; crowned with dead
grapevine woven to wreath.
I am not long for this world.
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If It Helps Me Heal
Kelsey May
if it helps me heal, then yes, I’ll unanchor the memories
						-after Luther Hughes
pink was his favorite color, like an infant’s swaddling blanket.
I wish I hadn’t learned the hard way. my jaw used to ache
long before I asked him to stop thrusting; a door with hinges
snapping. I didn’t know I could surrender so easily. without protest.
he liked to make eye contact, especially when it hurt.
what sheets could be washed of I’ll never be. flashbacks roll
across my eyelids like eclipses. on his lips, always a honeyed word.
I clung to them like silver moons.
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An Aid to Memory
Michael Hennessey
she casts a wide net
in search of future disappointments — it’s hard
to wait in-between
heartbreaks
		
they
will lavish her with praise
careful not to scare
the children they
make careful designations
between fact and fiction
which we struggle to accept
[ I give you permission to cry ]
when I held you in my arms
before the skies began to bruise
the things we choose to love
offer no guarantees, in the end
we all face a certain darkness
[ reassured by occasional
touching, hugging, or being
talked to, distractible ]
in the break we find a gentle delight
grateful and thirsty, finally stated
we cried and cried and let lifetimes
of our adopted grief issue forth
in wobbly voices — surveillance
of vital industries (peanut butter,
spoons, bagels, guitars, bicycle
helmets, crayons, baby dolls, wagons,
and harmonicas) continued at
pre-established rates; heretofore
no legitimate leads generated —
we call this work, we call this love
a steady gaze, well-practiced literacy, that heals from the
20 | Tiny Spoon

outside in — we love you even
if you refuse to answer our
most pressing requests
you make it look so easy
so we give it a shot, certain
to fail but not caring, happy
for the experience, providing an example to impressionable youth [ consider who
gets to play the cops, who’s
delegated to the robbers ]
trained to say I love you on
command, to cry over
the passage of time —
the last time we were together
we didn’t recognize it as the end
how could we? and so instead
of singing redemption songs
we did what would have otherwise counted as wasted time
but now go on it’s cherished time
because it really and truly was the end
sensing a closing montage I hang on
through endless indecision that chases
one final breath
		where did our love go?
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Enemies
Maria Maddox
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patriarchy tonic
Melissa Eleftherion
pathological
the female remedy
numb that hysteria
with this baby
this man
this white man
this white man baby
it tones the blood
eat all the little white men
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How I Became an Actress
Erica Plouffe Lazure
One year, for my birthday, Dad pulled the yellow painted birdhouse off
the branch outside our house, sliced off the backside, and called it a
dollhouse. He wrapped it in the funny papers we usually saved for kindling
and wished me a happy birthday. My dolls, leggy, sloe-eyed Barbies, were
mostly too tall to stand in the one-room house, but they sat naked or in
preposterous plastic heels and gauze dresses, drinking from imaginary
teacups and complimenting the host on her moon-shaped window, careful
not to get leftover bird poop stuck in their billowing hair. A few days later,
when he came home from work, Dad took an empty tin of sardines and,
with his pocket knife, crafted it into a tiny shaky table and placed it inside
the dollhouse. I discovered a Barbie could fit through the moon window,
and for a while the dollhouse was a spaceship, the tin table the control
station. Then Dad cut two pink gauzy rectangles from one of mom’s old
dresses, stapled one edge over a soda straw, curtain-style, and then tacked
the straw to the open side of the birdhouse: a theater. The dollhouse was
now home to princesses and witches, runaways and motherless orphans,
their stories unfolding as the gauze curtains parted, taking us to Frog
Hollow, to Atlantis, to Neverland.
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Produce Nihilism
Hannah Skewes
He wraps his fingers firmly around it,
some piece of fruit plucked from the bowl.
The one on the counter, brim overflowing
with even more of those almost-dead things
and all that colorful, sustaining decay.
The sharp bite he takes reminds me
you can rip away pieces of a living thing,
and it will eventually grow back,
at least when the season is right.
The fruit wordlessly complies
with every big, angry gesture he makes.
The others wait, decomposing anyway.
He’s started quite the collection
of things taken without asking.
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Diet Culture
Harley Chapman
I’m trying to cut calories—
a half tablespoon less margarine,
leave a quarter on the plate.
Stevia over sugar, almond milk.
Tuna is halved with the cats.
I keep an apple in my bag, on the counter,
apples everywhere.
The bananas brown on the fridge, refused.
Last night at the bar my zipper ripped
three Coors Lights in.
I can’t say this fractioning is working,
or why I can’t stop lessening myself.
It feels noble to take up less space
here—let me move for you.
Let me make room.
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Housefire
Stephanie Athena Valente
i missed my chance to be an actress:
i won’t tell you about dying my hair dark,
or stringing my hopes over tiny moons
like pearls around my throat.
this life is purple, then yellow,
hiding forehead bruises under bangs
swollen, a little extra lipstick.
some kids grew up & stopped
playing pretend – let me tell you this: i didn’t.
instead, i trained to be small, then smaller
not human, but a bird-thing
flitting by a window
dreaming of sharpening my teeth
for a while, under that yellow, i forgot
how to howl, but i knew the lines
this is a poem, full of oxygen
my brass trophies simmering
my house of cards hoarded with matches.
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Frown Lines
Marisa L. Manuel
Wrinkles break out on Monica’s forehead the morning of her
seventeenth birthday. She tries pressing the folds to make them smoother.
She buys ointment, and she uses a roller, and she’s only prevented from
using an iron because the metal’s too hot; she doesn’t want her skin
suffering burns on top of the creasing.
When she’s eighteen, she sees a doctor. He says he can fill the
spaces and make everything flat, but it’ll cost her. It’ll cost a lot.
She tells him to do it, and so he does.
When she’s thirty, new wrinkles appear, this time on the sides
of Monica’s eyes. Crows feet, and she thinks, Old crow. Mirrors become
her enemy–she can’t pass one without choking, terrified at the reflection
staring back–and suddenly, new wrinkles have formed on her neck,
bunching together like rolls of fat. She thinks the neck is a strange place for
wrinkles, so she starts wearing turtlenecks during the summer. The fabric
is even less sightly. Her body begins to burn.
She returns to the doctor and asks him to fix her. He says it will
cost her, and so it does.
Ten years go by without any incident. Monica’s skin remains
smooth and soft. She starts to think the treatment has worked, until one
morning, she wakes up unable to remember her loved ones’ faces. Unable
to remember their names. She’s forgotten everyone from the past but
her doctor, so she returns to his office, perplexed, and asks him what he’s
done.
“I removed the wrinkles, all the wrinkles,” he answers simply,
and Monica suddenly realizes that she knows nothing about this doctor,
nothing about his treatment. “Some doctors offer temporary solutions,”
he continues. “I offer something more permanent.”
He says “permanent” like it’s some prestigious award. Monica
doesn’t remember being in the running. She doesn’t remember asking the
doctor to strip her of anything but the cracks in her skin, but she can’t
bring herself to care, because sadness causes frown lines. She can’t bring
herself to worry, or the lines of her forehead might reappear.
Vaguely, she remembers a husband. A daughter. A friend from
work, a friend from her childhood. She remembers the doctor saying that
his treatment would cost her, cost her dearly.
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She thinks of her past imperfect skin.
“You will never get another wrinkle,” the doctor says. “You will
never age a day.” He points to his own face, which sags, and twists, and
squirms. “Would you want to go back to this?”
At that, Monica almost smiles, but she doesn’t, because smiles
could lead to dimples. Dimples could lead to wrinkles. Her inability to
smile nearly makes her frown, but it doesn’t; she’s paid too much for
perfect skin to consider marring it.
She tries to think back on her friends, her family, but their faces
are growing grey. Even the wrinkles in her brain have been smoothed;
she will never feel anything new, gain any memories. She will never
wrinkle again.
END
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She-Civilian
Jami Macarty
These riders, these ridges, these ridicules, these
rifles, these riflemen, these rifts, a great
stairway, a great stake, stalemate stammer, then
a great stallion
		
ride her up
to a place, a former placebo and plagiarism
		
where She-Civilian excavates
seduction sediment
		
a rogue role

and underground rock-rodent rodeo
in
a romantic romp

that carries her name like the hit that carries her into nap
the hitch-hiker that carries—if you call that carries—her nape
his hoax that carries narcotic
and rebuke. Let’s recapture and recast.
New draftee and draft. She-civilian circumlocutions the acceptance,
cisterns the accident,
makes deliberate
her reckoning her reclaim her recognition her recompense her
reconciliation her record with the untold untended.
Each time, Timekeeper, your timetable, tincture, tinderbox
her feet, footbridge and footnote
walk a citadel, a circus circumstance. This She-Civilian
drops a stone against a stoolpigeon or drowses a stoop
in the edition
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where a woman grabbed for in night like a motion grasped for in
nightgown.
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Cultivated Aftermath of Posts
Jami Macarty
Fireflies careen field
(a reality of charm)
Like
Tweet
Invisible haloes around everything
(proof exists everywhere)
Like
Tweet
A lake asks nothing
(yet bubbles a considered coterie)
Like
Tweet
The late tide requires you talk less
Like
Tweet
Gravity holds everything loosely down
(like parents do to their child who learns a want to escape)
Like

Tweet

Desert mariposas, wild red-faced jesters buttoning attention
Like
Tweet
The door back on its frame doesn’t want to open—
(capsizing bushel baskets of peas and lima beans)
Like
Tweet
Abolish pansies
(those faces terminals of the cultivated)
Like
Tweet
No one says thank you or fakes it
Like
Tweet
Unable to cease stylizing woods
(the wealthy prune nature to behave in the country as in the city)
Like
Tweet
The horizon visible because of boats
Like
Tweet
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Oil Painting Series
Emily Stroud
When observing bodies our judgement of them is often clouded by societal
norms ingrained within us. In my work, I portray figures that have a varying
idea of their own gender, specifically their femininity. I depict my subjects
fully submersed in their own domestic environment, unconcerned with
the societal pressures surrounding them. With oil paint, I create a softness
within the figures and the space they occupy. This creates a duality
between the fragility and certainty within my work.
During my childhood in the south, I was forced into confusing and
conflicting ideas of femininity. These ideologies of how women should
look never felt like they fit my personality and often caused me physical
and emotional distress. I rebelled against these norms, which also felt
isolating and uncomfortable. In young adulthood, I am starting the process
of unlearning what I’ve been told and coming to terms with what mixture
of feminine and masculine traits make me and others feel safe in their
bodies. I have begun to use pink in an attempt to reclaim it, forming a
loving relationship with the feminine parts of my personality and body.
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Pink
Emily Stroud
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I’m Calling
Emily Stroud
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Hannah
Emily Stroud
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My Smartphone is a Radical Polysemist
Hibah Shabkhez
It creates semantic gaps where none exist in my Languemix. When I type
Sun it gives me a many-cornered slice suffused with soft orange, peeping
out from behind a spaceship-cloud clump. In this demure rainwater
shroud I watch with baffled unrecognition the skin-searing scourge of our
plains summers suddenly become sweet and saintlike. And yet, for Soleil, a
mellower sound bound to greyer ink-skies, it gives me a glowing gold circle
with eight orange triangles around it, a being wick and vital like a picture
from a “Fun with Shapes” book. Which one of them would be Sooraj, if
it were an Urdu-phone too? Or perhaps that would be a different kind of
light-heat bringer altogether.
It creates new meanings which strain life into my words. Thus Moon and
Lune are both little yellow crescents snuck into the right-most edges of
grey circles, instead of hovering luminous balloons full of fluttery-sleeved
people, wonderland-cat grins or buttered crescents with sleepy smiles.
Fish and Poisson are improbably bright red, blue, green limp oval sacks
with warging eyes, all stuck in a column upon a stick, not gracefully
slithering matte creatures with water glistening on tails lovely even in
death. Chánd and Machli quietly absorb these new signifiés too, uninvited
and unheeded.
It creates new meshes which drain life out of my words. House and Maison
are identical third-little-pig cottages with long red chimneys, and my
clumsily-balconied, flat-roofed Ghar is knocked right out of the picture.
Here Butterfly and Papillon are both the same bronze-winged creatures
nowise kin to the rainbow Titlees we made by painting one half of the page
and pressing it onto the other until the echo of its colours blossomed into
the second wing.
As I blink at the unexpected nuages around the Sun, I wonder: does it also
know the difference between Cheese and Paneer and Fromage then, the
one I have never managed to explain to anyone? Or will it simply make up
its own fresh valeurs for each and drown my fledgling polysemies in them?
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Granada
Vivian Wagner
I drove a 1979 Ford Granada
during college—a large, white
tank my father swore
would, with all its metal,
keep me safe in a crash.
I realize now how much
parents worry about cars
crashing, about the road
tearing out their heart,
but then it all seemed too
much—too much metal,
too much chrome, too much
length and breadth and width.
The Granada followed
its own meridian through the
bright, unforgiving desert,
shutting out everything
with its pure chant
of industrial largess, but
while I drove, I painted
the sky with my daydreams,
happy for a vehicle that
could both take me away
and bring me home.
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Yes Esi Mitu/You Are That Myth
Xe M. Sánchez
			
Yes namái un númberu
			pa ellos.
			
Ellos nagüen por dicite
			
lo que ñecesites
			
(si tienes perres).					
			Yes el petróleu
			
que fai furrular
			la propaganda
			
(esti mundiu,
			
a fin de cuentes).					
			Yes esi mitu
			
qu’apiellen ciudadanu mediu.
			
Yes esi nuevu esclavu arreyáu
			
con cadenes invisibles.

			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

You are only a number
for them.
They want to say you
what you need
(if you have money).
You are the oil
which makes work
the propaganda
(this world,
in the end).
You are that myth
called average citizen.
You are that new slave
tied with invisible chains.
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Wasting Time Like It’s Counterfeit
Suzanne Bailie
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Deer Song
Dyllan Moran
We make two cups of coffee in the morning and I drink both.
You leave the house early and I turn the microwave on.
My grandfather calls it a nuke.
Like the coffee inside could somehow be divided from itself.
Like in destruction there is multiplication.
English Ivy grows on my windowsill.
I’ve had it since my first boyfriend.
I’m not sure it’s the same plant anymore.
In my backyard, there’s a field of arms tossed away in a heap.
In Spring bodies grow from them.
August fires sweep through and we forget that while we become ourselves.
The world becomes us too.
A deer walked through the parking lot by my house yesterday;
It slipped into the open door of the complex next to me, and then was gone.
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Gaium Garum Larum
Andriana Minou
“What? Do you not think that the garum sociorum, this costly extract of
poisonous fish, burns up the stomach with its salted putrefaction?”
						
-Seneca, Letter 95
Julius Caesar is standing jauntily by the sink, gutting fish for his
favourite garum sauce1. Twenty-three fish is the optimal amount for the
preparation of this sauce, which can accompany anything: meat, salads,
snacks, tedious lovers, clingy friends, insignificant enemies, but, above all,
it assists the dissolution of indigestible doubts. When a nagging suspicion
won’t let you sleep, eat, think of anything else, or even breathe, an
otherwise unnecessary suspicion that, nevertheless, extends its cunning
tentacles to strangle your brain, then the garum eases the swallowing and
digestion of such thoughts. It also offers relief from the persistent feeling
of heartburn that usually follows any attempt at digesting them in order to
achieve some peace of mind.
For his beloved garum, Caesar extracts the guts from twenty-three
different types of small fish, such as smelt, anchovies, sprat, and tuna, all
of which he eviscerates with artistry and then drops in a small basin in
his sink. Et tu, Brute! he shouts triumphantly with each stab. Oh, the joys
of domestic activity. Eyes fixed to meet his victims’ empty stare, he grabs
the fish cheerfully and guts them with a broad smile. Today’s garum will
be consumed to cure a silly suspicion that has been tormenting him for
the past week. A few nights ago he dreamt that he was blind. Therefore,
technically, he didn’t see anything suspicious, only, in the darkness
of his dream, he hears voices all around him, as if he is in the market;
greengrocers, fishmongers, butchers, gossiping housewives, customers
haggling, bored men talking about sports. But he doesn’t see anything.
He only struggles to continue his proud walk between this invisible,
tumultuous mob, steering clear of passers-by, minding the stalls, guided
by the unnerving voices. It was in this dream that the first fragment of
that absurd anxiety, which has been tormenting him recently, was born;
nobody must suspect he’s blind. His blindness must remain unseen by a
1
Garum: A type of sauce which was prepared in ancient Rome from
sundried fish guts and was one of the most popular condiments of ancient Rome
cuisine.
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crowd who wait for the moment a great man will expose a single fragment
of weakness in order to devour him. Caesar keeps walking among them,
head high, and he can smell their contempt, oozing like fish guts drying
under the sun. The sun is resting on his eyelids yet everything remains dark
and, just like this torture of pretending that everything is under control,
the market seems endless, and, for the first time in his life, Caesar feels
like crying, he feels the tears filling up his blind eyes, but manages to wake
up in angst before shedding a single tear. What a nightmare. Men don’t
cry. Let alone great men, this he knows too well. Fortunately he woke up
just in time. But that filthy suspicion still persists, it’s been a week now. His
hidden weakness, he fears, the weakness he himself has not discovered
yet, they will sense it, they who lurk patiently. He’s afraid he may not be
such a great man after all and they will call him out any minute now, and
maybe even twenty-three2 small fishes are not enough for the digestion of
such a great fear.
He is now holding a small mullet in his hands, admiring its red
colour. He makes a face imitating the mullet’s fat lips and tickles its long
barbels. His stare escapes outside the window. A seagull is sitting on a pine
tree with a tall and slim trunk. Cutting across the tree’s needles, bundled
together as if positioned by a giant marble hand at the top of the tree,
the seagull’s stare meets Casear’s. This seagull is vicious, thinks Caesar,
and immediately shakes his head lightly to rid his exhausted mind of yet
another unfounded suspicion. Eyes back to the mullet in his hands and,
all of a sudden, something miniscule, a single scale, gets in his eye, and
Caesar shrieks, drops the mullet back into the sink, falls to the floor, the
small basin with the guts after him, he rolls and folds into two, blinded,
the scale scratches his eye, it stings, and he struggles to stand up again,
but keeps slipping on the fish guts, he reaches out trying to hold on to
something, he feels the tears filling up his eyes, just about to sweep away
the scale that tortures him in their salty tide, but he refuses to cry because
men never cry, let alone great men.

2

Julius Caesar was assassinated in 44 BC. He was stabbed 23 times.
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Psychedelia Exhaust
Karen Boissonneault-Gauthier
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Lisa Says
Roger W. Hecht
Vita—“it’s my life”—
Upended, wielded, decided.
Venus the ice goddess,
Exploding from abstractions
Lost to sadomasochism, still
Valued the delicate and surprising
Exposure, the irresistible moral.
Tomorrow was a booze-doomed
Urban paean, a luminous jewel, a
Nascent squall, anything-to-assemble-a-craze
Dream summit, a polyglot survey of the
Exploding landscape. Briefly,
Rock ‘n’ Roll long-forgotten set free a
Gift pristine, hypnotic smack-filled hook.
Radio on the eve
Of nowhere, strange and frightening,
Unbelievable God of what was long gone.
No one knew to buy such stuff.
Dear listener, the pleasure is yours.

VU, The Velvet Underground. Notes by Kurt Loder.
PolyGram Records, 1984
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Dear Mr Frank Ocean
George Reiner
Hollywood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90028 USA
Wednesday 22nd May, 2019
Dear Mr Frank Ocean,
I am writing this letter to publicly apologise for the way I have behaved
towards you and your work. Over the past few years I span your gold into
wheated deceit and sought fault in your jacket creases and musical beats.
I tried to bury your passion sailing lips, dismissed them as your only
salvation, and became a playground bully with every white lie across my
face.
What I am about to say is not an excuse, but an atlas of my anxiety. I
believe the hairline cracks in my foundation bubbled like boiled tea and
crystalised like water left out for ages. A tornado flew around my mind
when you came, as my outer ears lost your bassline beats, purposefully
remade them to earth crust tremble through my weak body. Between
the white lines I excavated the faults within and displayed them in your
trophy case. My grenade smoke of body, talent, and disgrace was lost in
the heat of it all. Excuse the mess it made.
I sacrificed you, one of God’s prototypes, and formed your clay like image
into the chimera of insecurity. You were the martyr in my unjust war
against myself; the collateral and I the damaged. Perhaps because my
parents weren’t around enough, or because my skin dreamed outside
school and family, or even because we live in times so fast I compensate.
Again this is not an excuse, but a map to follow to the present.
My inner ears lotus-fed through outer mud, opened till your hymns
healed the ghosts of friends absent. There’s nothing like this type of
view. Your strings made my bus journey a vast landscape and your voice
a quiet day in bed. The curtains now blow like sails about to take off with
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my bed. I listen to your music on the way to work, when I need wine and
fags, or when I need to believe I am not an emotional discoverer. I nod
my head, don’t close my eyes. It’s the same way your passion-sailing lips
showed me.
You are a master of your passion crafts, able to turn your hand to
the piano, the camera, and then the pen. Your breath reminds me of
Renaissance Rome, where statues stand to touch the heavens. I make
marble monuments of your myths but now without the upstream
journey to chiseled veins that crumble at the softest touch. You are the
vision of inspiration that trickles down to me and waters my parched
creative land. This letter attests to that. Thank you.
I duly credit my friend Alice who has persisted in making me listen to your
music and cut the anchor of history. She was tireless in her campaign.
Her reaction when I confessed I like you and your work was a just chord
of righteous pleasure. We are singing arpeggios now, and are more
harmony than ever. From the soapbox I apologise to my friends who I
brushed away like sand for their oil painting look at you. Sorry again.
I hope you answer this dust apology, and remember that absence is
an answer too. I hope this may begin to thread my mouth and heart
together into comfort blankets for the rough seas ahead. I would like to
finally thank you for reading this letter (or even considering it), and for
your god-giving work.
Please regard me dear,
			

George Reiner
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The Jungle
Karen Boissonneault-Gauthier
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Walking with the Crowd
James Steck
The concrete aromatic
congregation of feet and rubber
urine and feces and dirt and weed
stretches crumbling into the river
with plastic blood and it’s perfect-the city is liquid pink and damp
opaque and blue in windows too;
the streets are glazed in cortisol;
hear the ache of the city
dripping in a sauna
through vague humidity
hidden or crouched
hunched and afraid
the romance in bricks holds us
along each street;
we eat oceans
and drink in celebration.
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Champagne Flute
Peter J. King
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Flavours
Rachel Cunniffe
dreaming the taste of fresh coriander
last night an old friend came to me
i told her how clean my mouth felt
the long fingers of her left hand
waltzed on the back of my neck
i watched
she moistened
her right index with her tongue
and pressed it to my lips
hush
i knew the taste, the zoo of flavours
i had watched those agile fingers
fine cube ginger,
toss cayenne and cumin into the pan
a magician
the time for talking was after eating
we condensed years into half hours
biographies
i told her of sunday mornings
with a man
eating muffins
we laughed
she said she would be there
saffron scenting rice
when ever i wanted
outside her body
my conjuring trick hers
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Corner Shopping
Rachel Cunniffe
Prologue
I’m not sure if this is t.v.,
a poem or real.
*
There’s boxes of crisps piled high,
leaning dangerously. Pisa.
The shop keeper, Ranjit,
knows me well enough to call me love
for the moment he is busy
telling the man in front of me
Schindler’s List, very good film.
Aye, says the man,
If I see a few Germans get hurt it’ll do me.
He picks up his twenty Marlboro
and leaves laughing.
I sidestep out of his way
almost knocking down the tower of crisp boxes.
Just bread, milk
and an Evening Chronicle today, please.
Usually I ask how the baby is
but as I reach for the paper
Ranjits eyes meet mine,
both of us focus on
two column inches on the front page:
MASKED YOUTH WANTED
FOR FIRE BOMBING
BLACK YOUTH CENTRE
Whatever I say
I sound like a guilty sociologist
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One pound and forty two pence please, love.
I fumble in my purse for the correct change.
The bells ring as I leave;
Ranjit calls,
Bye, love.
*
Epilogue
In the street there are no cameras,
no words.
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Recipe Contest
Winners
Iqra Abid
“How to Make Lemonade”
Robin Dellabough
“Directions” and “What We Need”
Tika Simone
“Gorgeous gladly be thee own frame”
Liza Sparks
“Personal Recipe”
Laura Taylor
“Recipe for Change”

How to Make Lemonade
Iqra Abid
1.

Gather The Lemons

The sky is on fire and everything is the same.
Some people watch the flames blaze,
Try to catch some of the sparks in their hands.
Others continue on with their day,
Taking the bus, buying their coffee,
The only difference is the sunglasses.
2.

Mix Sugar and Water in a Saucepan

Someone once told me I was like a star,
Plucked from the sky to be torn apart molecule by molecule.
Here I am as a star– a witness from light years away–
Watching my home burn
Brighter than I ever could.
3.

Stir Until The Sugar Dissolves

Pop a sugar cube into your mouth,
Sit back in your chair,
Watch the kids scramble in and out of the pool,
Watch their skin boil and blister.
Think of how it looks
The way the sugar dissolves on your tongue;
With a sweet sizzle
Pop your headphones in,
Turn your summer playlist all the way up,
It’s better to say you can’t hear the screaming.
Adjust your sunglasses and close your eyes
To the burning fireball in the sky.
It’s better to say you didn’t see,
You didn’t know,
It’s not your fault–
How could you know?
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4.

Cut The Lemons in Half and Squeeze

Someone once told me I was like a star
Plucked out of the sky to be torn apart molecule by molecule
And here is the honest truth;
When life gives you lemons
You get sour,
You get bitter,
You get citrus burning your nose and the back of your throat,
You get acid finding its way into cuts you didn’t know you had,
And you find that one day,
You get to give all of that back.
5.

Combine Cooled Syrup And Squeezed Lemon Juice

So maybe it’s the end of the world
Maybe it’s a climate crisis blown out of proportion
Maybe it’s an endless vacation on your pedestal of privilege And maybe
it’s just that my people are dying
And I am being forced to watch their blood become rivers,
And I am being forced to watch their bodies be thrown into those rivers,
And I am being forced to watch the children of those bodies cry,
And I am being forced to watch these children starve.
My tongue is scorched silent and your mouth is simply sour.
6.

Add Ice

The sky is on fire
And we are casual witnesses
To the casualties of genocide.
We pick and choose
Who we deem worthy of living
In a world that wasn’t built for us,
A world that is coming to an end.
What more can we do,
But sit back and sip on our lemonade?
Someone once told me I was like a star;
A luminous ball of gas
Burning like fire–burning with rage–
And I couldn’t agree more.
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Directions
Robin Dellabough
To get to a place you’ve never been,
first gather supplies:
maps of your past, too many books,
clothes for any weather.
Tidy the house in case you decide to come back,
then lock the door against memory.
Fly toward the unknown. Don’t look down.
When you arrive, turn your face in each direction
until you hear one unrecognizable note.
Follow its thrum to the clearing.
If three black cats snarl at you,
smile at them. You won’t be happier.
You will be alive.
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What We Need
Robin Dellabough
Two parsnips, a pound of potatoes, both sweet and gold,
fresh rosemary, red onion, a roasting pan large enough
to hold all our past givings, for and thanks,
as we gather to talk turkey,
to forget we are a widow, an artist, a divorcee, a hunter,
we become a party of cheerful survivors,
sharing shards of history, pieces of secret bread.
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Gorgeous gladly be thee own frame
Tika Simone
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Personal Recipe
Liza Sparks
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2 parts religious trauma: one part cult1 / one part Christian
fundamentalist2
Scald in boiling water, remove, & submerge completely in iced
water
In another pot dilute all parts with any white liquid (milk, cream,
Eurocentricity, etc.)3
Cook on medium heat for 18 years
Strain the liquid through a cheese cloth of shame (these can be
purchased where dieting books & weight loss supplements are
sold)
Marry the strained liquid with the blanched religious trauma &
freeze4
On high heat fry all the eggs you can find (ostrich, chicken, quail, etc.)5
Pour all the eggs into a bread pan (optional: add flour, water,
sugar, salt, & yeast)
Put it in the oven at 350° F
Watch carefully; make sure it doesn’t turn into a baby (you can
prevent this by constantly
simmering blood on low heat & adding birth control pills)
You will need the flesh of any bruised fruit6
Take out all of the knives (be very careful not to cut your fingers
off!)
Cut all of the onions (yellow, shallot, chives, etc.) until you cry
enough to fill three-pint glasses
Put the frozen liquid (from step 2) in a large bowl or tub, pour
the warm tears over the liquid (when it starts to melt add the
onions)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Are Jehovah’s Witnesses a Cult?
My father believes I will burn for all eternity
The town where I grew up is 88.2% white; I am of the 3.7% of two or
more races
Freeze is a trauma response
These are symbolic of life growth etc.
I am a survivor of domestic violence
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Serve to all your lovers in a martini glass with a sexy garnish (cherry,
strawberry, olive, etc.)
Ask them to love you
Take a sip when you are depressed & anxious (it will exasperate
symptoms)
Call your mom
Bury the egg-cake in your garden
(optional: fold in pages of journals with recorded dreams, names
of people you love & people who love you… a candle to keep
it warm)
Sing to the egg-cake when you feel lonely
Water the egg-cake 3x daily with affirmations (increase to 10x
daily during the winter & times of tragedy)
A flower should emerge out of the ground
(make sure you say “you are beautiful”7 immediately or it will
wilt!)
Harvest the seeds:
Roast them in the oven with a little salt
Deshell them in your mouth while writing a poem (possibly this
poem)8
Press the seeds into an anointing oil: grown from dreams, love,
& warmth
Pour it over your head9
Use as massage oil; knead your shoulders10
Make a butter out of the seeds
Spread it on toast11

7
8
9
10
11

You are more than trauma shame bruised fruit
When will you finally be done suffering?
You are holy sacred
Your body requires care love attention
Your body requires nourishment pleasure joy
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Recipe for Change
Laura Taylor
Take two over-ripe ovaries,
one weathered womb,
five consecutive nights of broken sleep
and enough perspiration to make a brand new ocean.
Congratulations – you are now a topographical feature
(or a gatefold concept prog-rock album).
Perhaps you could call that ocean The Sea of WhatTheActualFuck,
or for a more formal, though wildly optimistic, nomenclature:
The Sea of Opportunities.
Add The Sea of Opportunities to five loads of bedding
and mix well with an exhausted yawn.
Quickly add one ounce of oestrogen,
then remove from mixture.
Add another ounce of oestrogen
then extract double that amount.
You are now entering the Emotional Rollercoaster Zone.
Please do not fly off the handle or someone may get hurt.
Stew six pounds of self-esteem and set aside.
Pre-heat oven to Gas Mark Chernobyl.
Begin to wonder if it’s hot in here or if it’s just you…
tear off top with all the elegance of a rampaging baby elephant.
Reapply apparel.
Dredge the flour of confusion over everyday tasks
and stare into middle distance.
Bring pan of baseless resentment to the boil
and simmer for one whole day.
If this process is disturbed, slam the door (repeatedly)
and sob one gallon of hot salt fury.
Check oven.
Is it hot in here?
Rip off frock in one demented dress-killing action.
Reapply attire.
If, at this stage, the mixture seems a little dry
and mortified, try not to cry.
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Add water-based moisture.
Look for the self-esteem you set aside earlier.
Keep looking.
It must be somewhere for God’s sake!
Check that bloody oven.
Wrestle aggressively with aggravating garb.
Open every single window. And door.
Ignore the cries of the weak.
They can put a bloody jumper on if they’re that cold.
Consider giving up clothing once and for all.
Discard recipe.
Throw black cohosh, soy, red clover, sage, wild yam and St Johns Wort
into the bin
and kick it hard to the corner for good measure.
Ring GP for HRT.
Delia can fuck off.
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Iqra Abid is a seventeen-year-old, muslim, and bisexual poet from
Canada.
Harley Chapman is a Chicago-based poet & artist.
Stephanie Athena Valente lives in Brooklyn, NY. Her published works
include Hotel Ghost, waiting for the end of the world, and Little Fang
(Bottlecap Press, 2015-2019). She has work included in Reality Hands,
TL;DR, and Cosmonauts Avenue. She is the associate editor at Yes, Poetry.
Sometimes, she feels human.
Suzanne Bailie is an artist, playwright and poet. Her work looks at the
world of everyday people with humor, compassion and dismay.
Karen Boissonneault-Gauthier is a visual artist and writer. She has been
a cover artist for Wild Musette, Existere Journal of Art and Literature,
Vine Leaves Literary Journal, Gigantic Sequins and Ottawa Arts Journal
to name a few. See more at www.kcbgphoto.com and follow at
@KBG_Tweets.
Rachel Cunniffe is a poet based in the North East of England, she lives
with two cats and a dog.
Robin Dellabough is a poet, editor, and writer with a master’s degree
from UC Berkeley School of Journalism.
Melissa Eleftherion is the author of field guide to autobiography
(The Operating System, 2018), & six chapbooks, including the recently
released little ditch (above/ground press, 2018).
Roger W. Hecht’s work has recently appeared in Piltdown Review,
Bracken, Gone Lawn, and A-Minor, and has work forthcoming in Puerto
del Sol. He teaches creative writing and literature at SUNY, Oneonta and
lives in Ithaca, NY.
Michael Hennessey has served as editor of both PennSound and Jacket2
and has taught literature courses and workshops at the University of
Cincinnati.
Peter J. King’s poetry, including translations from German and modern
Greek, has been published in numerous journals in the U.K., the U.S., and
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Singapore; his latest collections are Adding Colours to the Chameleon
(2016,Wisdom’s Bottom Press) and AllWhatLarkin (2017, Albion Beatnik
Press). https://wisdomsbottompress.wordpress.com/.
Jami Macarty is the author of The Minuses (Center for Literary
Publishing, 2020) and three chapbooks of poetry, including Instinctive
Acts (Nomados Literary Publishers, 2018). She is the co-founder and
editor of the online poetry journal The Maynard and teaches poetry at
Simon Fraser University.
Maria Maddox is a Chilean-born collage artist and singer-songwriter
based in Denver, CO.
Marisa L. Manuel is a recent MFA graduate from the UofM, and she
has previously been published in The Passed Note, Devolution Z, Novice
Writer, and others.
Alice Mao is a young artist in the greater Seattle Area, and her work can
be found at @alicemaoart on Instagram.
Kelsey May is a writer, educator, and activist from Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Marlie McGovern is an author and teacher of meditation, restorative
yoga, and creative writing in Boulder, Colorado. Find her work online at
www.marliemcgovern.com.
Andriana Minou is a writer/musician based in London. ‘Gaium Garum
Larum’ comes from her latest book, ‘The Fabulous Dead’, which is about
to be published by Kernpunkt Press in March and is already available to
preorder. www.andrianaminou.com
Dyllan Moran is a Brooklyn based poet whose work has previously
appeared in Cleaver, Gasher, Entropy, Journal2020, and Walkabout
Creative Arts Journal.
Scott Thomas Outlar flows and fluxes along the river of life while
searching after signs of renaissance.
Erica Plouffe Lazure is an author of flash fiction.
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George Reiner is a writer and translator based in Birmingham, UK
who seeks to expand and re-invent traditions for queer voices and
perspectives.
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international publications.
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language-learning enthusiast, a teacher of French as a foreign language
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Laura Taylor has had two poetry collections published by Flapjack Press
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regularly at festivals and gigs across the UK.
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